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GBK UK offers one of the most comprehensive Pine Tree Clip product ranges available: 
 
The company offers nearly 200 part numbers within this product group, providing many hole size and 
panel range combinations. Not only this, many of those standard parts have material options which 
increase the potential still further, such as CLEAR material for use in the Point of Sale market sector or 
different grades of nylon providing different component performance. 
 
Beyond this, there are physical customisation options which include additional features on the product 
heads, such as; loops for cable ties, latched features for containing cable, Velcro (hook and loop) for 
attaching signage or trim and spigots used as assembly aids. 
 
A wide range of colour options are also available in both moulded and additive formats, therefore offering 
options for both low and high volume applications. 
 
If you need a Pine Tree Clip it is very likely GBK can offer a standard solution that already meets your 
needs from stock, or if no standard exists a new item can quickly be designed & produced to the required 
specification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Talk to GBK about your fastening, fixing and component needs and discover why GBK ship product 
globally and solve problems daily. 
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TechTIPS Newsletter 

GBK specialise in the design & supply of technical plastic fasteners, closures and 
components. The company is active in all major markets providing……. 

 
"Engineered Solutions to Everyday Problems" 

Pine Tree Clips | Fir Tree Buttons from GBK lead the way 
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